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Mission Statement

“The Texas Association of
Licensed Investigators is an organization
that promotes and encourages the
highest standards of professionalism
among licensed private investigators
through information, education,
training, legislative action, membership
support and networking.”

Code of Ethics

All members of the Texas Association of
Licensed Investigators will subscribe to
the following Code of Ethics:
To be professional and to
demonstrate integrity and honesty
as an investigator and as a
member of TALI.
To give each client a full explanation of
the work to be performed, rates to be
charged and reports to be
rendered.
To preserve as confidential all
information received in an investigation
unless
directed otherwise by the client or unless
under specific order or legal authority.
To conduct all aspects of investigation
within the bounds of legal, moral and
professional ethics.
To apprise clients against any illegal or
unethical activities and to cooperate with
law enforcement or other governmental
agencies, as required by law.
To constantly strive for improvements as
a professional, to respect the rights of
others and to insure the same from ones
employees.
To loyally support TALI, its aims,
purposes and policies as long as one
remains a member.
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insurance
needs

This partnership will allow you to

Earn Additional Revenue
• Sage Investigations will pay you a10%
referral fee
• You don’t have to do any additional work
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• You keep your client
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- $250 Ded
- Products/Completed Operations
- Personal Injury/Advertising Injury
- Fire Damage Legal Liability
- Blanket Additional Insureds
- Independent Contractors Limitation
- Errors & Omissions (E&O)
- Sexual Abuse & Molestation
- Premises Liability & Medical Payments
- Extended Property Damage
- Care, Custody and Control
- Lost Key Coverage
- Miscellaneous Property Coverage
- NO Computer or Internet Exclusion
- NO Electronic Equipment Exclusion
- NO Firearms or Assault & Battery
ExclusionCoverage

We take pride
in the quality
of our work
and value
each and
every
one of our
customers!
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Advertising
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CA Lic: 0K21904

President’s message

Don’t walk away from an IRS case or a
financial investigation...Partner with
Sage Investigations and offer a
specialized service of forensic accounting that few people are able to offer.

Since 1985

Pressman
Printing, Inc.
Your Image, Our Reputation.

8308 Clifford Street
Fort Worth, Texas 76108
817.246.2460
817.246.2467 fax
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Promotions
and much, much
more!
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Mail Services
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TALI Board of Directors

YOUR TALI BOARD IS
HARD AT WORK FOR YOU.
Do you know what that really means? Do you know what your TALI Board does? Have you
ever attended a Board Meeting? Do candidates for the Board know what is expected of them?
There have been some ongoing discussions recently about the Board and expectations of Board
members. This caused me to reflect on some things that I thought would be good to share with
all TALI members regarding the Board. This includes past and current Board members, as well as
those considering running for a Board position in the future. TALI members should understand and
appreciate the contributions of Board members. Prospective Board members should understand the
responsibilities of a Board member.

Carol Tharp, TCI

President
Texas Association of
Licensed Investigators

President
Carol Tharp, TCI

First, I want to recognize each Board member on our TALI Board. We have all worked together as
a team to move TALI forward – by attending Board Meetings, planning Conferences, and being
available to address any and all TALI issues. This all takes unselfish commitment and service to TALI,
as well as energy and time away from our own businesses.

President-Elect
Claude Bookout

When a TALI Board member is elected, they represent the individuals in a Region or the State. They agree to participate in TALI Board
Meetings, Conferences, and other things necessary to represent TALI. The TALI Bylaws state:

At-Large Director
Bill Pellerin, TCI

“Each Regional Director shall be an active member of TALI in good standing for a minimum of one (1) year and shall office in the region
they represent, shall attend TALI Board Meetings and report at each meeting on activities in their respective regions in a format to be
established by the Board of Directors.”

At-Large Director
Fidel Garcia, TCI

Note: The Bylaws state that Directors “shall attend TALI Board Meetings” and not only 50% or 75% of them. The Bylaws also state that
each Regional Director shall “report at each meeting on activities” – and this does not mean report at some meetings.

At-Large Director
Brian Ingram

All Board members are volunteers and pay their own travel expenses. There is time away from their work for Board Meetings – in addition
to time devoted to attending Conferences each year.

Region 1 Director
Brad Smith, TCI
Region 2 Director
Catherine Torrez, TCI
Region 3 Director
Claude Markham
Region 4 Director
Anji Fussell-MaCuk
Region 5 Director
Robert Ralls, TCI
Executive Director
Carla Hunt
Treasurer
Ed Martin, TCI
Editor
Paul Wolfson
Legal Counsel
Wes Bearden, TCI

With the work that we are each involved in – there are trials, depositions and subpoenas for many of us. It is reasonable and
understandable that a Board member will have an occasional situation “beyond their control” that will prevent their attendance at a
meeting.
We typically have eight Board Meetings each year (4 associated with the quarterly Private Security Board meetings in Austin, 2 associated
with our conferences, and 2 others). There is also a full day Orientation Training required by the TALI Bylaws within ninety days after the
Elections. While it is expected that all Board members will attend all meetings, there is an understanding that this may not always be
possible. Concern begins to be raised when a Board Member misses two meetings without discussion of the reason. There is currently
no firm rule or penalty for not attending. Rather, this is dealt with by consideration of each case individually. Almost without an exception,
each of our Board members who have had to miss a Board Meeting have contacted me directly before the Board Meeting to express their
concerns in not being available for the Board Meeting – as well as followed up afterwards to discuss the Board Meeting. These are all
volunteers committed to their position on the Board and to TALI.
Should poor attendance be cause for dismissal from the Board? Maybe. As noted, each case is considered on a case-by-case basis. TALI
bylaws provide for removal of a Board member when warranted.
Board meeting attendance is included with meeting Minutes that are published within ten days of each Board meeting on the TALI
website – as well as being attached to my Update to the members by email within ten days after each Board Meeting. TALI members
are encouraged to read the Minutes, and monitor attendance of not only the Region Directors from your region, but also the At Large
Directors, who represent all members. You should communicate directly with your Board representatives when you have a concern about
Board meeting attendance to let your representatives know how important attendance is to you.
Given all this, I am pleased to note that attendance at Board meetings has been very good. I am also pleased to see the commitment
exhibited by past and current Board members in their service to TALI. I hope that this explanation is found to be useful by the members.
I encourage you all to consider running for a Board position in the future. This is YOUR organization and we need YOUR involvement to
maintain TALI’s strong standing and to guide TALI’s development.
Looking forward to seeing everybody in San Antonio at our TALI Conference – PURSUIT OF EXCELLENCE.
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Introduction to Security Consulting
By Steven E. Haynes, ARM
Founder and Managing Director of Specialized Risk (Texas PSB-C18833)
A few weeks ago I was having a
business discussion with a fellow
Texas Private Investigator and
the conversation turned to the
difficulties and woes of developing
new business. During lean economic
times fewer clients are willing
to take on extra or unnecessary
expenses including utilizing the
services of private investigators.
This coupled with increasing
competition, from legally licensed
and unfortunately non-licensed
investigators, lack of time to devote
to increased advertising and the
need to constantly ensure your
company is following the rules and
regulations which guide us makes
for some long days, and sometimes
nights. The lack of work from clients
is, fortunately for my company,
not a big problem. Over the last
5 years or so, I have turned down
assignments and work requests and
passed others off to associates due
to not having the time or resources
to effectively service the client.
The reason for the abundance of
work is simple. My company is not
just an investigations agency. In
fact, over the last approximately 10
years, for every $10 I made, only
$1 of revenue was earned from
private investigations assignments.
Wondering where the other $9
came from? It was earned from
security consulting projects. Security
consulting is an often overlooked
area of potential revenue for private
investigators and their associates.
The same basic skill sets employed
by successful private investigators
such as observation, deductive
reasoning, evaluating facts and
drawing conclusions along with
report writing are essential to a
security consultant. About now you
are thinking, just what the heck does
a security consultant do? That’s a
very good question and one for
which I have a very good answer!

6

Security Consulting
in Texas
The requirements for licensing
in Texas are contained in Title
10-Occupations Code, Section
1702-Private Security and are very
similar to the requirements to
register an investigations company.
A person must be licensed in Texas
to work as a security consultant and
employed by a Security Services
Contractor (Class B-Private Security
Consulting (or Class C combined)
company. The person designated
as the company manager must
meet the two years of verifiable
work experience requirement. The
statute defines work performed by
a security consultant as; one who
consults…makes recommendations
for services, methods or procedures
related to the security or loss
prevention industry. A recent
query of the Private Security Board
licensing database revealed 130
pages of registered investigations
companies. This includes both
active and inactive companies. The
same query for security consulting
companies returned only 11 pages
of registered companies. The vast
majority of these are video system
and intrusion detection system
installers, monitoring and sales
companies. This simple analysis
points to the limited competition
and urgent need for general
security consultants in the state.
It is also important to understand
what general security consultants
do not do as it relates to private
investigators entering the security
consulting field. They do not sell,
install or monitor CCTV systems,
alarms systems or other physical
security equipment. We do not
provide any information technology
or cyber-security consulting
services; do not operate a guard
company and do not offer forensic
consulting services. We provide
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independent security consulting
services to our clients including
consultation, providing advice and
recommendations based on industry
standards and conduct evaluations/
assessments of their facilities,
policies and practices. Our work
product is often a comprehensive
written report based on our
evaluation, analysis and industry
experience. Core competencies
needed for security consulting
include risk management, threat
and vulnerability assessments,
risk analysis, evaluation of
asset protection programs and
physical protection systems,
disaster recovery, emergency
management, and training. We
provide services to small to midmarket clients, including not-forprofits, government, commercial,
residential, and industrial facilities
in all sixteen Homeland Security
Critical Infrastructure groups. Most
work assignments fall into the
following buckets; small projects
($5,000 or less), large projects
(>$5,000), insurance company or
risk management company work;
government contracts or basic
hourly work. I much prefer to quote
on a project basis using a fixed all
inclusive final cost for the client.
The advantages for the client is
knowing what the work will cost and
having a written proposal and for
my company, it means not having
to keep track of every hour worked,
invoice frequently and it helps cash
flow by being paid a percentage
(usually 50% down) upfront.
Generally the hourly work will come
from individuals, attorneys or small
businesses and it can be priced
from $125 to $150 per hour except
government work which is limited
to no more than $800 per day ($100
per hour). A typical average project
cost might be $5,000 for security
assessments, $40,000 for special
project work that is spread over a
few months to a large long term

project that generates significantly
higher revenue (we recently
completed a multi-year contract that
lasted seven years and generated
over $200,000 in annual revenue
each year). Please be advised that
by providing you with an idea of
actual revenue earned, I make no
warranty or guarantee that your
company will generate the same
revenue level or earnings. One
other item that I will share with you
is that the states that border Texas
do not currently have a requirement
for a security consulting license so
you can operate in those states
using your Texas license.

Security Consulting
Clients
It may or may not surprise you to
find that our typical clients are very
similar to the type of clients who use
private investigators. These include
insurance companies, attorneys,
small businesses, not-for-profit
agencies, individuals and public
agencies. The industry has followed
the lead of the Department of
Homeland Security and has over
time, begun to implement a
new concept called Risk Based
Performance Management. This has
integrated basic risk management
principles into security management
and opened the consulting area
to a new range of clients. An
example of this would be the ability
to add premises slip, trip and fall
evaluations to current retail clients
when performing a basic loss control
assessment of their store. Over the
last approximately 10 years, my
company has not found the need
to invest in much advertising or
marketing. Approximately 90% of
our business comes from word-ofmouth referrals, repeat business
from current clients and directed
work assignments from industry
companies. One of our biggest
challenges has been educating our
current and prospective clients on
the proactive need for improving
their security. The reasons clients
usually contact us for assistance
include they recently discovered
a problem, were visited by a

government official who suggested
they evaluate their security,
discovered a federal or state
regulation they were not following,
discovered they are being sued
or made the front page headline
yesterday. They usually start with a
basic security assessment and threat
& vulnerability analysis. These are
the bread and butter of general
consulting and are conducted using
industry approved best-practices
checklists (this also limits potential
liability by utilizing best-practices
standards) and standardized written
reports. The assessment looks
at physical security equipment,
practices, written policies, training
and implementation of policy
and practices. The assessment
can generally be completed in
6 hours or less and is followed
up with a written report with
recommendations for improvement,
if necessary. The average cost of
an assessment is approximately
$2,500 to $5,000 depending on the
physical layout of the facility and
the number of facilities evaluated.
It is not unusual for the cost of the
assessments to be paid by the
insurance company, local insurance
agency or parent company of our
clients. Interestingly, there have
typically been two schools of
thought concerning identifying
problems with security. The first
is that not having an assessment
done and therefore, not knowing
what is wrong, is the best approach
and limits your liability. The other
takes a diametrically opposite
approach and says that you must
assess and evaluate your security
for flaws and then correct them to
limit your liability. We have seen a
change toward the knowing is the
best approach over the last 4 to
5 years based on several factors.
In our litigious society of anyone
can sue anyone at any time for
anything, having knowledge of and
correcting security deficiencies can
limit lawsuits or at least provide the
potential for a summary judgement.
Secondly, society in general places
a higher standard of security on
companies now due to the relatively
low cost of security systems and
the expectation of security on

their premises. Lastly, changes in
Department of Homeland Security
policies has now made the release
to the media and public of certain
information obtained by conducting
assessments restricted information
if it shows vulnerabilities that can be
exploited by unfriendly actors.

Other Services
Considered Security
Consulting
There is a wide range of other
services that fit under the consulting
hat that are not typically considered
pure security consulting services but
have nonetheless provided a source
of income over the years. They
include:
Physical Security Audits−This
area involves all activities and
costs incurred to provide physical
security equipment, including
any item device or system that
is used primarily to provide the
protection of assets, personnel,
and facilities. Included are alarms,
sensors, and their control systems,
some examples are: closed circuit
television, computer aided security
systems, access control systems,
surveillance and/or intrusion
detection systems, residential
security equipment, command
and control systems and detection
devices. We are registered as a
professional safety and security
resource to provide this service
through the Texas School Safety
Center for K-12 schools, colleges
and universities in Texas.
Grants and Grant Management−
The Department of Homeland
Security and Department of Justice
distributes several hundred million
dollars in grant funds each year
to enhance the ability of regional
authorities to prepare, prevent
and respond to terrorist attacks
and other disasters. Localities
and not-for-profits use grants for
planning, equipment, training
and exercise needs. Generally a
wide-range of government and
non-profit organizations are eligible
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Introduction to
Security Consulting
Continued
to apply for and receive grants
in a number of specialized areas
related to security and emergency
management. Revenue can be
made by assisting the client with
the pre-planning (assessments),
application process and then
outside evaluator for implementing
the grant.
Bomb Threat Management−A
comprehensive bomb threat
plan must cover all aspects of an
incident, from the initial receipt
of the threat through mitigation.
It must cover all scenarios, from
the suspicious package that was
simply misplaced by its owner
to a real device. Revenue can be
made by evaluating current plans,
providing training in recognition of
improvised explosive devices, team
search techniques and management
advising. Each year approximately
80% of international and domestic
terrorist events are bombings.
Emergency Management-Emergency management protects
communities by coordinating and
integrating all activities necessary
to build, sustain, and improve
the capability to mitigate against,
prepare for, respond to, and recover
from threatened or actual natural
disasters, acts of terrorism, or other
man-made disasters. This is a wide
open area for generating revenue
and over the years has provided
substantial income. Revenue
is made by acting as a public
assistance program consultant
for companies and public sector
clients who experience a disaster.
This involves assisting them with
documenting damage, recovery,
coordinating with FEMA and
state Department of Emergency
Management officials. My company
has responded with consultants
to most major disasters including
Hurricanes Katrina and Ike, the
Alabama tornado outbreak in 2011
and flooding in various states. As I
write this article, I have an e-mail in
8

my inbox from FEMA urging local
companies to register with them
to provide emergency recovery
services for counties affected by
the flooding last week. Services for
which they are requesting outside
assistance includes security and risk
consulting.
Anti-Terrorism−Defensive measures
used to reduce the vulnerability of
individuals and property to terrorist
acts, to include limited response,
containment and strategies such
as vulnerability assessments,
standardized plans and policies,
random security measures,
exercises, and education. Revenue
can be generated in multiple ways
including reviewing written plans,
drafting contingency plans, assisting
with evaluating exercises and direct
support. One of the largest projects
my company has developed was
to assist local law enforcement
authorities in the Baton Rouge, LA
area with the development and
implementation of a joint counterterrorism task force (Joint Task
Force 7) which provides protection
for the Port of Baton Rouge and
surrounding transportation related
systems. We assisted them with
concept development, acquisition
of support funding and equipment,
developing operations and
communication protocols and
evaluation of the implementation
efforts.
Personal Security−Personal security
aims to protect people from
physical violence or harm in their
home and workplace. This consists
of teaching self-defense classes,
travel security training, providing
tactical shooting courses, teaching
concealed handgun classes and
personal residence and workplace
evaluations for high-net worth
individuals.
Wow…how can I do all that?
There are a couple of approaches
you could take if you choose to
begin accepting work as a security
consultant so I’ll try to provide
some information on how you
can get into the business. First
of all, for those of us who are
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current or former law enforcement
officers contrary to popular belief,
being a police officer does not
automatically qualify you to be a
security consultant. I learned this a
few times over when I went out on
an initial assignment believing that
my police background was enough
to get the job done. I learned that
just because we may have been
taught in crime prevention training
how to evaluate a residence from
an anti-burglary standpoint, that
facility and industrial security is a
night and day of difference. The
first step should be to evaluate your
location, the local infrastructure and
business opportunity and decide if
you want to specialize in one or two
areas or be more of a generalist.
As I previously mentioned,
basic security assessments and
vulnerability analysis is our bread
and butter and a service few are
providing to our clients. This is
the area I initially focused on and
found out it was not only reasonably
profitable but also can be fun. I’ve
conducted risk assessments for a
diverse range of clients including
American Iron Horse Motorcycles,
Baylor University, Allied Waste
Management, Goldman Sachs,
Verizon, Space Gateway Systems at
Kennedy Space Center (NASA) and
Billy Bob’s Nightclub to name just
a few. The majority of these were
requested by the client’s insurers
and were paid for by the insurance
company. If you decide to begin
conducting risk assessments, it is
important that you obtain training
in basic physical security (locks,
detection systems, CCTV systems,
fences, etc) prior to attempting
any security assessments. I would
recommend you join the American
Society of Industrial Security
(ASIS), I think you even get an
insurance premium credit if you
are a member, which is the industry
association for most security
functions. They offer a wide range
of training courses, including basic
physical security, webinars, books,
reference materials and their annual
conference is a must attend to
catch up on all the new cool toys
and gizmos and sessions to learn
what is new and emerging. It is also

important to obtain and be familiar
with a standardized checklist for
conducting assessments. There are
many different ones available but I
recommend the ones approved by
ASIS. They are readily defensible
if you should ever be challenged,
allow for consistency from one
assignment to the next, are time
tested and are comprehensive
enough to meet most criteria you
will encounter. If you decide to open
your own company, the two years of
experience to qualify as a manager
is hard to overcome but there are
a few options. The first one is to
hire or contract with an individual
who does meet the requirements
to serve as your company manager
(you’ll probably need to register
as a Class C company if you plan
to get into consulting). This option
will allow you to get into the field
quickly but there will be a steep
learning curve regarding training
and support materials. I believe
under current PSB rules a company
manager can act as the manager
for up to three companies. The
second option is to either formally
or informally partner with a currently
licensed consulting company. The
partner company’s experience and
core skill areas will determine how
quickly you can begin work in the
field. Additionally, even though
the competitive environment is not
as severe as in investigations, you
may find consulting companies
reluctant to partner with you
depending on the geographic area
they service and their business
appetite. The third and the one
which not only will support your
licensing and allow you to obtain
experience over time but also
delivers a wide range of resource
materials, training and ongoing
support is to buy into a company or
independent consulting franchise
system. This last option allows you
to open for business in a short
period of time, generally less than
60 days, along with having ready
access to a tremendous amount of
reference materials, check sheets
and sample reports, marketing and
project development support and
ongoing mentoring. Those of you
who are interested in expanding

your revenue stream, obtaining
new clients or cross-selling services
to existing clients, all without the
overwhelming competition common
to investigation agencies should
seriously consider looking into the
security consulting field.

Conclusions
Each night, you only need to watch
a few minutes of the news, look at
the top stories on the internet or
read your local newspaper to realize,
the world is a dangerous place and
bad things happen to good people.
The one thing we can be certain of
is that crime, terrorism, threats and
disasters will continue to occur. This
is nothing new but if you choose to
begin working in security consulting,
the training, skills and knowledge
you obtain can make a difference
in your personal life and work
environment. The difference could
be that you are now better prepared
to assist your clients, friends,
coworkers and family when the wolf
howls at the door. My company
believes the assistance provided to
our clients is more than a job. It is
a commitment we take seriously.
We are not satisfied until our clients
are satisfied, regardless of the time,
effort or cost to us. Few companies
can say they are in the business of
protecting America. Our clients
have this solemn responsibility
and we believe it is our duty to do
everything possible to assist them
in this worthy effort. This is why
we take our company motto very
seriously…

”Our Business
is Helping Your
Business Protect
America.”

Steve is currently licensed as a
Company Owner/Manager, Private
Investigator, Security Consultant
and Combined Classroom/Firearms
Instructor and is a Texas licensed
Concealed Handgun Instructor. Mr.
Haynes completed a 20 year career in
the United States Navy as a Weapons
Technician Senior Chief Petty Officer
and was Honorably Discharged in
1996. Steve served as the Division
Officer and Chief Instructor for a
Navy basic and advanced counterterrorism training school providing
instruction in counter-terrorism tactical
operations and combat shooting
courses for shipboard security teams.
During his active duty military career,
Steve also served as a state certified
commissioned Reserve Police Officer
for over nine years with the Newport
News, Virginia Police Department. His
assignments included independent
patrol operations, tactical team
member, and police academy
instructor. He is active in the American
Society of Industrial Security (ASIS),
and maintains membership in the
International Association of CounterTerrorism and Security Professionals,
Texas and Florida Association of
Licensed Investigators and Texas
Concealed Handgun Instructors
Association. Steve’s non-work related
activities include SCUBA diving
as a PADI Master Diver, teaching
self-defense and handgun training
to friends and acquaintances,
volunteering at his church, reading
and travel. He resides in North Central
Texas with his wife, the former Terri
Carol Smith of Plano, Texas, and
four rescue dogs. Steve and Terri are
blessed with two grown sons and three
grandchildren.

Steven E. Haynes, ARM is the
founder and Managing Director
of Specialized Risk (Texas DPSPSB License C18833), a security
consulting & investigations
company based in North Texas.
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moved to the Department of Public Safety’s Private Security
Bureau we asked again. We asked each agency to create a
separate, industry-specific test for Class A licenses. The answer
from our regulating agencies was always the same. “No.”

Two Man Interview Team

By Catherine Torrez and Rachel Roberts of Stiletto Spy & Company Investigations, #A16511.
www.StilettoSpyInvestigations.com
The second person on the two man team has the ability
A two man team to interview witnesses or suspects is ideal
to take notes, observe body language and observe other
however, we aren’t always afforded the opportunity for
cues that may communicate more than what is being said
many reasons.
verbally. The primary interviewer may not have noticed that
the subject touched their cheek when answering a difficult
The main reason is that our clients generally try to limit
question. In “What Every Body Is Saying” by Joe Navarro
the expenses they must pay to get the information. This
with Marvin Karlins, Ph.D, page 41, he suggests that this may
is similar to our client’s expectations when they request
be a “way to pacify when nervous, irritated, or concerned.”
surveillance. The prospective client believes that it only
The secondary investigator should make a note and return
requires a single investigator to accomplish the task.
to that question at a later time. This seemingly meaningless
They are not only surprised that 1 investigator cannot
non-verbal act is communicating an important detail that
perform successfully to follow a target through traffic,
could be overlooked with a solo interviewer.
construction and dead ends, but also the cost per hour
for each of the members of the surveillance team. This
Eye to eye contact is another very
can be overwhelming for
important benefit to the person
their financial situation. It
being interviewed because it helps
is possible for only one
them feel significant and important
investigator to interview a
to you. They are more willing to
subject however the content
give you information at times when
and value of the information
they feel esteemed by your attentive
you receive may not be what
mannerisms. The person will notice
is required for your client.
your sincerity to listen to their story
when you give your full attention.
There are times when your
Giving constant eye contact shows that
investigation may lead you
they have your full attention and their
to a situation where you are
words are meaningful to you.
in a bad neighborhood and
the two man team provides
Last but not least let’s look at the
a sense of safety as you
environmental cues that could be
have an extra pair of eyes
missed by having only one investigator
to look for things going on
to interview. It is challenging enough
around you. In this instance,
to remember all the questions you
that second investigator
need
to
ask,
possibly
take a few notes, make sure your
may not be as helpful for hearing and evaluation during
recorder
is
at
the
right
angle and operating properly, but to
the interview yet may be able to contribute somewhat.
also
cue
in
to
all
the
elements
surrounding you. This is a big
I’ve been in this exact situation but was lucky that I was
task
for
one
person.
For
example:
the second investigator
already with another investigator. We were in the heart of
has
a
better
opportunity
to
look
around
at the photos on
gang land! She was on full alert for our surroundings so
the
walls,
the
cleanliness
of
the
house
and
kids, notice the
my focus could be on the details of the interview. She not
children’s
behavior
and
the
attitudes
of
the
others in the
only served the purpose of assisting in our safety during the
home
or
in
their
company.
These
cues
can
be
essential in
interview yet was still able to ask a few follow up questions
certain
investigations.
If
you
happen
to
be
investigating
a
that I had not thought of. When I am court appointed, I
child
custody
case
and
the
second
investigator
notices
that
charge the courts accordingly for those UNSAFE areas we
there are children covered in filth and unsupervised, then
must go. I explain the situation to the attorney and make
those cues could support the accusation of being an unfit
a note of the circumstance in my invoice and have had no
parent. If the second investigator notices a person coming
hitches thus far.
out of back room with an angry look on their face, it might
be revealing of the tone of the home or that the interview
Another reason for the two man team may be that there
might need to be held elsewhere at a later time because the
are other persons in the home that become a distraction to
interviewee might feel threatened to talk while that person
the interviewing parties. The second investigator can help
is present.
herd them off at the pass and possibly avoid a disruption in
the interview. I’m not implying that the second investigator
Bottom line is that you must sell the need for two
act as a babysitter or entertainment and such but merely a
investigators to your client and relay the benefits of a two
method to intervene to eliminate the distraction.
(wo)man team. Y’all be safe out there!

The reason given each time was that a person who got a Class
A license and later came back and wanted to “upgrade”
to a Class C license would have to take an additional test
at additional expense. The unspoken part of that was “at
additional work for the agency”. At one point, TALI even
offered to help write the test. I was present on two occasions
when the Attorney General’s representative told TCOPS and
the PSB it was legal for them to make the change for which we
petitioned. Again, the answer was “No”.
So why should we have a separate test for private
investigators? First, it is the duty of the Private Security
Bureau (PSB) under Chapter 1702 of the Texas Occupations
Code to assure that persons operating or working for Private
Investigations companies do not have serious criminal
histories. That’s why we have FBI and DPS fingerprint card
submissions. The PSB also must assure that a candidate for a
manager’s position knows the basic requirements of Chapter
1702 and the PSB regulations so that person can competently
manage a company. Second, I cannot tell you everything that
is on the current test, but when I took the test and when my
wife and I taught the test preparation course for TALI, there
were about two hundred questions. Of those, there were
twelve questions about private investigators. Those twelve
questions dealt with the original and renewal fees for a Class
A license, the length of time an agency had to register a new
employee, how much it cost to register a private investigator,
etc. I joked often with the old TCOPS director Cliff Grumbles
that the questions were basically, “How much money do you
owe us and when do you need to send it in?”

ON Changing THE
MANAGER’S EXAM
By Brad Bacom TCI
For years I have not liked the way the manager’s exams is
structured. Especially for those of us seeking only a Class
A license. Back in the day when I first took the exam (yes,
when it required a hammer and chisel to write your answers)
I found it ridiculous that I had to answer so many questions
about security guards, uniforms, guard dogs, alarm installers,
etc., etc., etc. I have been a private investigator for over thirty
years and have never once had to feed a guard dog. So why
should I have to know how often that dog should be fed?
Working as a PI I have never worn a security guard uniform.
So why should I have to know what word cannot appear on a
security guard’s uniform? Senseless. (By the way, that word
is “Police”.) TALI has raised this question several times over
the years while I was a member of the board of directors.
We asked the Texas Board of Private Investigators and
Private Security Agencies (TBPIPSA). We asked the Texas
Commission on Private Security (TCOPS). When we were

How do those questions protect the public? Isn’t that the
main reason that 1702 was enacted back in 1969 or so? The
reason the original Texas Board of Private Investigators
and Private Security Agencies (TBPIPSA) was created was
to protect the public from undesirable and unscrupulous
characters. I know that other occupations regulated by the
PSB can have an effect on the private citizen’s life. None
of them, however, can impact a person’s life like we can. A
private investigator in Texas can be responsible for changing
a person’s life forever, either in a good way or a bad way. A
PI hired to obtain evidence/information in a domestic suit
can have a profound effect on his/her client if they are not
qualified to take on that case. This is especially true in a
custody case. If the PI “screws up” he/she may never get a
case from that attorney again. The worse thing, however, is
that the PI may cost a mother or a father the opportunity to
be a part of a child’s life, maybe forever. The fact that the PI
failed to obtain critical evidence or information that could
have affected the decision made by a judge or jury can ruin a
family, separate a child or children from one of the parents and
emotionally scar a child for life. It appears to me that such a
result is much more important than knowing the cost to renew
a Class A license.
THE TEXAS INVESTIGATOR • www.tali.org
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ON Changing THE MANAGER’S EXAM
Continued

A PI who is hired by a plaintiff attorney to conduct an
investigation in a civil lawsuit is charged with gathering
information that will ultimately affect the outcome of a case.
An inept investigator has the potential to commit errors that
violate the Texas Rules of Discovery governing civil cases
resulting in his/her client being prohibited from presenting
evidence from a witness or other source that could make or
break a case. Irresponsible behavior on the part of the PI can
leave a severely injured plaintiff or the family of a deceased
victim without recompense from the party at fault. In my
opinion, that is a lot worse than failing to know how many days
are allowed to register a new investigator.
A PI hired in the same case by the defense attorney can
leave a small business and its owner bankrupt because the PI
didn’t know they could get the 911 recordings with a Texas
Public Information Act request, thereby failing to identify a
new witness previously unknown to either side in the case.
That additional eye witness may have been the extra weight
needed in a preponderance of the evidence case in a “he
said, she said” civil argument. Saving a family’s small business
from bankruptcy at the hands of an unscrupulous plaintiff and/
or attorney is a lot more important, I think, that knowing how
much it costs to register a new investigator.
Engaging a PI to conduct a background check on a
prospective employee should give a Human Resources
manager confidence that they are hiring a person who is not
only qualified for the position they seek but is not someone
who is a danger to coworkers or to the physical facility of
the company. Hiring a man to deliver pizza to an area that
includes a university can be fatal to students, especially coeds,
if the PI hired to vet that delivery guy fails to discover that the
guy is on parole for aggravated sexual assault, robbery and
kidnapping. “Oops, so sorry, here’s a pizza coupon” does not
make up for a life ended or forever ruined. But, hey, at least
the PI knew how many times a day to feed a guard dog. That
counts for something. Right?
I once had a lawyer client who asked me to take on an
indigent defense case in the Federal Court System involving
an Aryan Brotherhood defendant whom he had been
appointed to represent. He wanted me to drive to the Joe
Corley jail in Conroe where the Feds keep some pretrial
detainees. He wanted me to do the initial interview because
he didn’t know how an Aryan Brotherhood inmate would
feel about being represented by a “yuppie Jew lawyer” (his
words, not mine). I drove to Conroe and met with the guy
who was the poster child for offensive tattoos. His head,
neck, face, arms, hands, etc. were covered with swastikas,
“white power” ink and other assorted phrases that told me
he hated just about everyone that wasn’t like him. During
the interview, the man told me he was a career criminal. He
said he was “pushing forty” and had been in prison more than
half his life. Then he said, “But Mr. Bacom, I did not do this
12
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crime.” He was charged with being part of a gang that X-ed
another member. That’s brotherhood slang for kicking them
out of the gang. He said they used to kill them but that got
too complicated with the police and all so now they just beat
the…they beat them up really bad and tell them to go away.
So what difference does it make? He had just been sentenced
for selling dope to a DPS narc in a state case and did not want
this violent crime hanging over his head when he came up for
parole in that system.
To make a long story short, the Feds’ star witness was lying
and we were able to prove it with testimony from a former
member who “got religion” and dropped out of the gang. If I
had not been able to locate that witness that the Feds refused
to interview, the defendant would still be in jail with little hope
of parole. But that would have been alright because I know
what word cannot appear on a security guard’s uniform.
To each of these examples some might say that this is a
malpractice issue and can be dealt with through a civil
suit. A civil suit might be appropriate to recover damages
but the damage has already been done. A civil suit cannot
recover the parent-child relationship, compensate the widow
or the permanently disabled person seeking justice over
recompense, or free the convicted person relying upon
information that came too late or not at all.
Okay, Brad, so what’s the solution? Simple…CHANGE THE
EXAM! The PSB is not going to want to dump the old exam
just for us. They will probably cling to their previous statement
about it not being necessary for an applicant to retest if they
want to upgrade their license, a valid argument from their
perspective. By the way, I have never seen any statistics from
the PSB or TCOPS or TBPIPSA concerning just how many
people actually apply to upgrade their license each year, but
I am sure the numbers are formidable. Right. My proposal is
simple. Add another section to the test.
If the PSB would add an additional exam for a Class A
license, an industry-specific exam, it could be taken at the
same time the applicant takes the current exam. For an
additional charge, of course. The current exam would test
their knowledge of 1702 and the Board rules and still cover
all the current information needed if an applicant wanted to
come back next year to upgrade to a C license. An applicant
would still have to know the rules for feeding and care of a
guard dog, but the new exam would also test their knowledge
of what the basic private investigator needs to know to
protect the public. Passing the current manager’s exam and
hanging out a shingle does not mean one is qualified to
take assignments that can have such a profound effect on
people’s lives. Electricians don’t just take a test. After an
apprenticeship they have to prove they can put two wires
together without burning down a house. Doctors don’t just
take a written exam. They have to prove they can treat a
person for pneumonia without killing them. Lawyers don’t…
well, let’s don’t go there.
There are so many regulated professions in the Texas
Occupations Code that must prove they know what they are

doing before the state will issue them a license. They must
prove they know more than just the law and rules that govern
them. Why not us? When we fail to do our job because of
a lack of knowledge, the results can be so much worse than
a bad haircut or a stopped up drain. Unlike electricians,
barbers, and cosmetologists we are professionals. We affect
people’s lives.
There is still the problem of retesting to add a Class C license
for Class B license holders who want to add a Class A license.
There is just no way around that. However, that additional
section of the test can be scheduled in conjunction with all the
other folks taking the regular manager’s exam. And the PSB
will be getting more of their money. How hard can it be to
grade three or four extra exams? The PSB is there to regulate
certain professions so they can protect the public. They are not
accomplishing that task. Unqualified private investigators are as
big a risk to the public as are unlicensed private investigators.
Back before Hurricane Ike my wife and I ran a thing called
the Texas Private Investigation Academy at Lamar Institute of
Technology in Beaumont, an eight week course that taught
the basics of the profession to wannabees and people making
a career change. The primary point I stressed from the first
day of class was that upon completion of the course the
student was qualified for an entry level position with a private
investigation company. Those who had experience in law
enforcement or other areas that would qualify them to take
the manager’s exam were told that they were NOT qualified
to open their own agency and should work for someone else
for a while. I suggested they show their completion certificate
to a prospective employer and tell them, “I’ve got the basic
training, I just need a chance to apply what I’ve learned.”
Until we, as a profession, can convince the Private Security
Board that we should be separated from and seen as different
from the other regulated occupations under 1702 we will
continue to be “lumped in” with them. We will never escape
from the exorbitant rates for worker’s compensation insurance
and will continue to be the step-child of the PSB’s family. They
have so much to do regulating the rest of their charges that
we often slip through the cracks.
In my opinion, it is time for TALI to lead the charge to get this
change enacted. I know some will say, “We tried before and it
didn’t work.” I remember. I was part of those previous efforts
that didn’t work. Well, let’s try again. Let’s present to the PSB
and the legislature this new idea that they are failing to protect
the public from US. That is main reason the original TBPIPSA
was formed…to PROTECT THE PUBLIC. Let’s show the PSB
that we want to protect the public from people who are not
qualified to be private investigators.

called upon to present a talk on ethics when the scheduled
speaker became ill. In the half day or so I had to prepare
a two-hour talk, it dawned on me that we, as professionals,
have a responsibility to each other and to the profession. What
you do affects me so you have an ethical responsibility to be
professional and do your best to represent the interests of
your clients. Well, we also have a similar responsibility to the
public. We should want the public to be afforded the level of
protection they deserve from a profession that can have so
much effect upon their lives. Let’s show the PSB that our work
is more dangerous to the public than that of a security guard or
a locksmith or an armored car driver and so deserves a higher
level of preparedness. Let’s all step up to the plate and support
a move to get the PSB to change the manager’s exam for a Class
A license to include industry-specific questions that will show that
a new investigator is qualified to be released upon the public.
Now to the subject of restricting competition. I know a
request for such a change will result in charges that we are
just trying to restrict competition by making it harder for
new investigators to get a license. It is not. It is about new
candidates meeting standards that will protect the public.
I know that some of you reading this will find the aspect of
restricting competition attractive. I don’t care if you do or not.
There is enough business out there for all of us. My purpose
in promoting this change is to show the public and the PSB
that we care about professionalism and protecting the public.
I believe the time is right for TALI to go before the PSB with a
formal, well planned presentation made by someone on the
TALI board that supports this movement and to ask the PSB to
make this change FOR THE PROTECTION OF THE PUBLIC. I
believe the TALI board, if they choose to take on this project,
should be prepared with anecdotal incidents that support the
call for this change.
Do you know of a documented situation in which an
unqualified private investigator has caused a detrimental
effect to a client? Be prepared to offer that information should
the board ask for it. Perhaps the State Bar Association can be
recruited to support his movement. As we did before, TALI’s
TCI program can even be prepared to write the additional
test. In Louisiana, an applicant must complete a forty (40) hour
class prior to taking the industry-specific test to become a PI
there. They may be a good resource for statistical support.
The opportunities are there. Let’s take advantage of them.
That’s all I have time for now. I have to go feed my guard dog.
It’s been four hours.

TALI has a second job here, too. It is TALI’s job to continue its
efforts to make sure private investigators ARE professionals.
The conferences that offer training, the magazine that offers
information and the TALI Online service that offers help are
vital components of this effort. The TALI Board needs to hear
from you about new ideas to help them continue this effort.
At the last TALI conference that was held in Houston, I was
THE TEXAS INVESTIGATOR • www.tali.org
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Direct and Circumstantial Evidence in

Forensics
Defining Direct

Direct Evidence is “Evidence that stands on its own to
prove an alleged fact, such as testimony of a witness who
says she saw a defendant pointing a gun at a victim during
a robbery. Direct proof of a fact, such as testimony by a
witness about what that witness personally saw or heard or
did.”1 An example of direct evidence would be a witness
to an event, such as an armed burglary and shooting.

Defining Circumstantial

Circumstantial Evidence is “Information and testimony
presented by a party in a civil or criminal action that
permit conclusions that indirectly establish the existence
or nonexistence of a fact or event that the party seeks to
prove.”2 An example of circumstantial evidence would be
finding an ejected shell casing in the vicinity of a shooting
event.

Defining Their interactions

Evidence, of itself, is generally insufficient to prove or

14
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- See more at:
http://criminal.findlaw.com/criminal-procedure/evidence-theconcept-of-admissibility.html#sthash.cxxedgjU.dpuf
1
2
3

Dean A. Beers, CLI, CCDI

Our civil and criminal trial system is based on direct and
circumstantial evidence, from reasonable suspicion to
probable cause and beyond a reasonable doubt for
criminal, and preponderance of the evidence in civil. As
fact investigators, and sometimes offering an opinion as an
expert, knowing these is important. Knowing how these
interact is more important.

Some rules of evidence apply to all four types and some
rules apply to one or two of them. All of these forms of
evidence must be admissible, though, before they can be
considered as probative of an issue in a trial.
For evidence to be admitted at court, it must be relevant,
material, and competent. To be considered relevant, it
must have some reasonable tendency to help prove or
disprove some fact. It need not make the fact certain, but
at least it must tend to increase or decrease the likelihood
of some fact. Once admitted as relevant evidence, the
finder of fact (judge or jury) will determine the appropriate
weight to give a particular piece of evidence. A given
piece of evidence is considered material if it is offered
to prove a fact that is in dispute in a case. Competent
evidence is that evidence that accords with certain
traditional notions of reliability. Courts are gradually
diminishing the competency rules of evidence by making
them issues related to the weight of evidence.

disprove an event, persons or other elements of a crime.
The multiple elements of a crime are defined to establish
the level of proof, and related jury instructions, to make
an arrest, plea, or conviction. No single piece of evidence
can define the crime, place, date and time, or persons
involved. It is a series of established facts in evidence
that do so. These are done by the rules of evidence. In
the scenario of a witnessed burglary and shooting, a fact
witness may identify a suspect and an expert witness may
identify the toolmark on the shell casing to a firearm, and
additional evidence may identify – or not – the firearm
to a shooter and the event. Together they may, but not
conclusively, identify the suspect and firearm to the event.

Defining Rules of Evidence (BASED ON FEDERAL)
Many states have adopted the Federal Rules of Evidence,
or portions. You can download a full PDF here - http://
federalevidence.com/downloads/rules.of.evidence.
pdf. Evidence and admissibility are also guided by case
law. To be admitted as evidence it must follow four
basic principles. From FindLaw Evidence: The Concept
of “Admissibility”3 are the following four basic forms of
evidence:
Demonstrative evidence
Documentary evidence
Real evidence
Testimonial evidence

www.lectlaw.com/def/d050.htm
http://legal-dictionary.thefreedictionary.com/Circumstantial+Evidence
http://criminal.findlaw.com/criminal-procedure/evidence-the-concept-of-admissibility.html

To demonstrate the evidence is relevant, material, and
competent the dots must be connected, or disconnected,
by investigation. Investigations, whether prosecutorial or
defense, must address the elements of the crime with the
direct and circumstantial evidence. These are essentially
four elements – Victim, Event, Perpetrator and Instrument.
We can easily define the victim and perpetrator. The event
encompasses the date, time and location of the incident
– a criminal act or civil wrong, or both. The instrument
may be a weapon, vehicle or other item involved in
the event. The investigator must connect each item
with the remaining three – Victim to Event, Perpetrator
and Instrument; Event to Perpetrator and Instrument;
Perpetrator to Event and Instrument; and Instrument to
Event. Any disconnect may be inconclusive as to if the
crime or civil wrong occurred as charged or alleged. These
connections are based on the circumstantial and direct
evidence, as presented by fact and experts witnesses, and
heard by the judge and jury.
Of importance to the legal investigator is presenting their
investigative findings to the attorney-client. Conducting a
complete investigation can greatly impact the criminal or
civil case. By way of example comes one case we recently
consulted to both the attorney and their investigator. It
involved two friends, one being charged with Attempted
Homicide and Aggravated Assault with a Deadly Weapon.

fractions of an inch missed his aorta. While driving
himself to the hospital he called 911, and concurrently the
occupant also did. They each reported the altercation and
injuries, but events leading to this were different.
The occupant reported that he had not consumed any
alcohol and only the non-occupant did, and that it was the
non-occupant who became upset over the video game.
He further stated it was the non-occupant who found a
kitchen knife and attempted to stab the occupant. He was
able to grab the knife and turn it on the non-occupant to
defend himself.
Connecting the Victim to the Perpetrator and Event
were done by admission of both parties. However, the
question came to connecting the parties to the Instrument
– a common kitchen knife, as well as alcohol. The first
discrepancy was how law enforcement described the
victim’s facial injury – as being 5” and medical reports
showed 5mm; photographs supported the medical
records. This was important, as the victim stated a butcher
knife was used, as did law enforcement. However, the
defendant stated a file knife was used. The second
discrepancy was the consumption of alcohol. The victim
tested positive in the hospital, and was in detox for three
days; the perpetrator was negative. However, this was
never addressed by law enforcement and they continued
as if the persons intoxicated were reversed. Although
there was considerable evidence that further supported
these disconnects, the demonstration of these two
disconnects was important to developing the foundation
of deconstructing the prosecution’s case.
After careful review of the records, reports, and
photographs, we were able to demonstrate the
mishandling of evidence, overcharging and lack of charges
against the reporting victim - who initiated the event. The
prosecutor determined that it was in the best interests to
dismiss the felony charges against the defendant. It has
not been determined if the ‘victim’ will be charged. Had
the evidence been favorable, in whole or in part, to the
victim, the investigation would have aided the attorneyclient in properly advising his client and the defense
strategy.

In Conclusion

Legal investigators are finders of fact for the attorneyclient. The investigative report must demonstrate a
complete and competent investigation of the evidence –
separating the information as fact from fiction. This must
then connect or disconnect the dots of Victim, Event,
Perpetrator and Instrument as they relate to the elements
of the crime. This is our map to the truth.

One friend drove a distance to visit another at his
home. They were consuming alcohol and playing video
games when an altercations ensued. The non-occupant
was stabbed with a kitchen knife in the face and chest.
Although not fatal, the latter was potentially fatal – only
THE TEXAS INVESTIGATOR • www.tali.org
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Concealed Time-Lapse Video
for Surveillance and Activity Checks
By Mike McHenry

Hiding video cameras in unattended cars and in the outdoors delivers results which are otherwise not possible. This makes
you look better and will generate more fees. The equipment is not expensive and the learning curve is brief. With just
some practice for equipment familiarization and your imagination for camera placement, you will set yourself apart from
your competitors.

Advantages:

Full coverage: Coverage is non-stop 24 hours a day. You can document activity
at the home after regular working hours or notice a claimant leaving and returning
from work on an evening or night shift.
No obvious surveillance van: Smart claimants know or are advised to be watchful
of vans within view of their residence. An empty car does not attract attention. You
cannot get burned by neighbors if you are not in the car.

Mini DVR records 24 hours at 30
frames per second on 32 GB SD card

Placement: A car can be parked immediately in front of a residence or business for the best possible view.

How is it done in a car?
The camera car is prepped before parking on site. A site is
scouted to determine camera placement within the car. This
affects how cables are run from the battery. A decision is then
made as to which size camera lens is best suited.
A car can be placed on site by your driving it there and returning
by public transportation or having another person pick you up.
In rural situations, you can tow the camera car using a tow bar.
Once on site, camera aim and focus are set. The camera is
concealed using old clothes, dark fabric or an object, such as a
baseball cap on the rear deck.
After 24 hours an SD card, or other media, is removed and a
replacement inserted into the DVR. You can promptly return
to your office or hotel and verify all appears working well.
Recording can also be quickly reviewed in the field using a
12V monitor. Recording time in excess of 72 hours
likely warrants a 12V battery replacement. There is
the option of recording at a slower frame rate and
changing the media every 48 hours.

Camera installation before concealment

Comfort: You, the investigator, need not sit in a roasting or frigid car.
Client savings: 24 hour non-stop coverage can cost less than one
person in the field for eight hours. Your clients will thank you when you
are able to document no activity 24 hours a day.
Earn more fees: When time-lapse video records activity around the
house, clients often ask for more. If results demonstrate a pattern of
leaving and returning, then clients ask for follow-up field work. You
will then know when to be on site, what vehicle is driven and the
direction of departure. This means you do not have to park within site
of the residence for following. All the while, the time-lapse recording
continues to monitor the residence.

Going to work? Where’s the cane or crutch? Where
can you park and film in this alley? Camera was
concealed inside a 30 gallon plastic trash can

I caught this guy doing body work. Camera and recorder were
concealed in a speaker cabinet behind the rear seat. See the
grinder sparks fly!

Protect your reputation: There was a time when clients did not ask
for “Time shots”, that demeaning practice of you having to prove you
were actually on the job. These techniques are your non-stop back-up
for when you report there was no activity. Your testimony cannot be
attacked for providing selected video.

Been bowling?
Taking out the trash

Actual surveillance van I spotted in a
public park. Don’t be these guys!

My car and camera in Mexico
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Federal Trade Commission Testifies on Proposed Data
Security Legislation before House Energy and
Commerce, Manufacturing and Trade SubcommitteeAddresses Strengths and Weaknesses In Propose Bill
(presently in draft form H.R.___, Data Security and
Breach Notifications Act of 2015)

Concealed Time-Lapse Video
for Surveillance and Activity Checks Continued

Outdoors:
Camera and lens are mounted on a
threaded rod which is pushed into the
ground. They are wrapped in back
plastic and electrical tape for protection
from water. Other possibilities are
camera mounting clamps in trees or set
on the ground and stabilized with bean
bags.

March 18, 2015
In testimony before Congress today, the Federal Trade Commission
provided feedback on proposed data security legislation pending before the
Subcommittee on Commerce, Manufacturing and Trade of the House Energy
and Commerce Committee.
Testifying on behalf of the Commission before the Subcommittee, FTC
Consumer Protection Director Jessica Rich highlighted the Commission’s
support for data security legislation overall, as well as noting elements of the
proposed bill supported by the Commission and areas where members of the
Commission see room for improvement.

Power and video cables coming out the
back end of the camera are secured
so the camera view does not move horizontally
while threaded to the rod in the ground.
A 12V car
battery is
placed in a
black plastic
bag and
covered
with dirt or
vegetation

“The need for companies to implement strong data security measures is
clear: if sensitive information falls into the wrong hands, the results can be
devastating,” said the testimony. “Consumers face the risk of fraud, identity
theft, and other harm.”

Claimant with bad back riding in loader bucket as
seen from hay roll camera site
Camera hidden under the plastic wrapping of a roll
of hay.

General comments:
It can be surprising how much can be learned. It is not necessary to
follow someone to the supermarket as they will return and unload
the car right in front of the camera. Yard work and trash hauling are
done without worry of discovery. Crutches and canes are not used
and limps disappear when no one is in sight.
Your camera car can be wired so the
engine will turnover, but not start.
This ploy allows you claim your car is
disabled and you will be back for it in
a couple of days. Claimants are known
to offer to keep a protective eye on it
until you return.

In addition, the testimony highlights the Commission’s support for the civil
penalty authority contained in the legislation for violations of the proposed bill.
The testimony also highlights concerns related to particular aspects of the
proposed legislation. Among the concerns are a need to expand the bill’s
definition of personal information to include data like consumers’ geolocation
and health data, as well as a need to address the entire data ecosystem,
including Internet-connected devices. Other concerns include the need for
Administrative Procedures Act rulemaking authority to ensure that the law’s
requirements keep up with quickly evolving technology, and the need to
expand the bill’s breach notification trigger to cover more fully the types of
harm that can result from a data breach. Commissioner Joshua Wright did
not concur to the extent that the Commission recommended expanding the
proposed legislation beyond its current economic and financial scope.

$50 FREE Credit

(just watch our quick video at www.PDJservices.com)

No Monthly Fees!
No Set-up Fees!
Accuracy Guaranteed!

Licensed
Legal
Insured

The Professionals Source Since 1997 for:
• Reverse Cell Number Research
• Prepaid & Non-Pub Listings
• Cell Number by Name
• Active Phones at Address
• Statewide/Nationwide
Bank Accounts
• Nationwide Utility Research
• Nationwide Tags/Vins
• Email Address Research
• Credit Reports
• Plus Much, Much More!!

The testimony also provided a summary of the Commission’s existing authority
related to data security under the FTC Act, including its enforcement cases,
extensive policy work, and business and consumer education efforts.

The 16-page prepared testimony is available at:

Your entire basic investment should
be around $600.00. Back-up parts and
equipment would add to this amount.

https://www.ftc.gov/system/files/documents/public_
statements/630961/150318datasecurity.pdf
ISPLA continues to closely follow this and other proposed security breach
legislation in the 114th Congress.
Camera site in the middle of the image
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In the testimony, the Commission expresses support for the legislation’s goals
of establishing broadly applicable data security requirements for companies
and requiring them to notify consumers, in certain circumstances, of the
breach of their data – both issues that the proposed legislation addresses. The
Commission also support’s the proposed bill’s inclusion of FTC enforcement
authority over both common carriers and non-profit entities related to data
security and breach notification.

Show Special:
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Bruce Hulme, ISPLA Director of Government Affairs
Your Proactive Resource Working For You!
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84th Legislative Session Summary
by Keith Oakley

The session began this past January
with a full slate of newly elected
statewide officials and Legislators,
including our first new Governor in
14 years. Many of them were sent
to Austin with a clear message from
the voters to cut taxes and limit the
scope of and size of government.
Many legislators, the Governor and
Lieutenant Governor, all promised
the voters during their campaigns
that they would stop the collection
and dissemination of personal
information by state government.
We stand in support of laws that
penalize the unlawful use of personal
identifying information. However
we continue to fight for access to
information required by licensed
investigators in the course and scope
of lawful investigations.
The TALI bill watch list for this
session included over 200 bills.
The following bills are those that
required the most work from the
TALI legislative team, and directly
impacted licensed investigators in
our state.
Many of the changes that will take
place in Texas laws concerning
licensed investigators will have a
direct impact on your business.
Randy Kildow, TALI legislative
director, will give an update on the
changes at the convention and
answer any questions you may have
at that time.

BILLS ON THE
TALI BAD BILL LIST
S.B. 1223 by Senator Bettencourt,
(R-Houston)
This bill would require that all
parties in a recorded conversation
first agreed to the recording of the
conversation. We worked against
the bill and were joined by law
enforcement in our opposition.
The bill died in the Senate Criminal

Justice Committee this time, but we
are confident that will see the bill
filed again during the next session of
the Legislature, most likely with law
enforcement exempted.

guard services at churches. The bill,
as amended, passed the House
Public Safety and Homeland Security
Committee unanimously, but died in
the Calendars Committee.

“revenge porn” bill. It was aimed at
individuals that place nude photos or
videos of other individuals, normally
a former lover, on the internet for
revenge or for money to remove
the photos. However, the bill is so
broadly written that it could be
used against an investigator. If an
investigator ends up with video of a
sex act depicted in the workplace, for

H.B. 3169 by Representative
Mike Schofield, (R-Houston)
This bill was similar to S.B. 1223
dealing with, “two party” recordings.
The bill died in the House Public
Safety and Homeland Security
Committee, probably also due to
the language that included law
enforcement.
H.B. 2633 by Representative
Ana Hernandez, (D-Houston)
and by Senator Charles Perry,
(R-Lubbock)
This bill passed and was signed
by the Governor. It will become
law on the first of September this
year. This bill was designed to keep
“ambulance chasers” from gaining
access to accident reports. However,
the unintended consequences will
make it more difficult for licensed
investigators to access certain
accident reports. You may still have
access to the information if you are,
“the authorized representative of
any person involved in the accident”.
However, if there were multiple
accidents, you may not be able to
gain access to others that may have
been involved.
H.B. 1561 by Representative
Matt Schaefer, (R-Tyler)
This bill would have exempted
volunteers at all churches,
synagogues or “other established
places of religious worship”, as well
as all private schools and 501C’s from
the Private Security Act. This would
mean that all of these organizations
could use private investigators,
guards, locksmiths and burglar
alarm installers with no training, no
criminal background checks and no
liability insurance. We opposed the
bill and it was amended to exempt
only volunteers conducting security

institution of higher education.”
“Before a state agency may sell to a
person information that alone or in
conjunction with other information
identifies an individual, the state
agency must obtain the written
consent of the individual. “
H.B. 4030 by Representative
Tony Dale, (R-Cedar Park)
This bill began as a proposal to
remove most authority from the
Private Security Board, (PSB). By the
time of the actual bill filing, all of the
language removing PSB authority
had been removed. As passed the
bill requires that before an individual
may work under the private security
act, the FBI must have acknowledged
receipt of the individuals’ fingerprints
electronically. If no receipt is received
within 48 hours of submittal, they can
go to work if the employer has verified
through the DPS criminal history
website and the sex offender web site
that they are not otherwise ineligible.

BILLS ON THE
TALI GOOD BILL LIST
H.B. 2700 by Representative
Senfronia Thompson, (D-Houston)
This bill would stop the
dissemination of all bulk criminal
history information by state agencies.
We opposed the legislation and the
bill died in committee.
H.B. 4114 by Representative
Ruth Jones McClendon
This bill would have made it illegal to
republish or disseminate through any
print, electronic or other medium, an
individuals’ mug shot. We explained
to Representative McClindon that
we often need these mug shots
to locate individuals. She listened
to our concerns and amended the
bill to address our issues, and we
removed our opposition to the
measure. The bill died in the House
Calendars Committee.
S.B. 1135 by Senator Sylvia Garcia,
(D-Houston)
This bill passed and will become law
this September. It was dubbed the

example, and turns that video over
to the client, they could be guilty of
violating the law. We expressed our
concerns on the House and Senate
side and sought to amend the bill
to address our issues. We were
unsuccessful in our attempts and
the bill passed un-amended. It is
important that all investigators review
this new law with their legal counsel
and understand this new law.
S.B. 672 by Senator
Lois Kolkhorst, (R-Brenham)
This bill did not pass the Senate. It
would have outlawed the sale of any
individual’s personal information by
any government entity in the state
without that individual’s prior written
consent.
The bill stated, “In this chapter,
“state agency” means a department,
commission, board, office, council,
authority, or other agency in the
executive, legislative, or judicial
branch of state government,
including a university system or

H.B 1285 by Representative
Ron Simmons, (R-Carrollton)
The idea for this bill was brought
to Rep. Simmons by TALI member
Cary Green. The bill would have
allowed licensed Professional
Protection Officers, (PPO’s), to carry
their weapons, while protecting their
clients, into many places where only
law enforcement officers may carry.
Under current law a PPO may carry
their weapons in most of those places,
(other than a voting place), but it is a
defense to prosecution. So, the PPO
could be arrested and lose his license

until a judge throws out the case.
This bill would have corrected that
situation. It passed the House Public
Safety Committee unanimously and
was sent to the Consent Calendar
Committee. Only bills with no
opposition may go to that Calendar
Committee. However, the chairman
of that committee, Senfronia
Thompson,(D-Houston), was
opposed to the bill. So it ultimately
died. Next session we will work to
make certain that the bill is not sent
to her committee.
There are many more bills that the
legislative team, under the direction
of TALI legislative director Randy
Kildow, worked on this session. We
had some great help from many TALI
members who gave of their time
and expertise to assist. Thank you
for calling your legislators and for
coming to help on the TALI “walk the
halls day.”
Every session gets tougher for
licensed investigators. TALI needs
each member to keep up the effort.
Get to know your legislator. It makes
all the difference.
We stopped some really bad bills
from passing this session, but there
will be some changes in the laws
governing investigations that you
need to know about.
We will present the changes at
the convention and answer any
questions you may have then. We
hope to see you there!
All bills referenced in this article can
be viewed at:
http://www.capitol.state.tx.us/.
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Your global source for:
*Forensic Accounting
*Computer & Digital Forensics
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*Corporate Investigations
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What a time this has been! The speakers are locked in and we have a full ticket for both days of the General Session, as
well as the All Day Pre-Conference Seminars. The Tuesday Pre-Con Seminars include Open Source Intelligence, Family Law,
Branding & Marketing and Civil Process. On Wednesday and Thursday, we will have General Sessions in the mornings (let
us clear out the mandatory courses) and we will have Breakout Sessions in the afternoons. Most of our speakers are new
to TALI (or haven’t spoken in a few years) and are eager to share with us. We will be running multiple tracks of Breakout
Sessions. General Session and Breakout topics scheduled include• Ethics, Rules & Legislative Updates

• Social Media Intelligence

• Effective Report Writing

• How to Work a Federal Case as an Investigator

• Human Trafficking

• Fire Debris Analysis

• Medical/Death Investigations

• Marketing for the PI

• Graphology/QDE-Handwriting Analysis

• Hypnotic Drugs & Sexual Assault

• Forensic Hypnotism

• Forensic Investigations (Sexual Assault)

• Open Source Intelligence

• Forensic Accounting

• Forensic Investigative Techniques

• Understanding How to Brand Yourself – Effectively

• Understanding Military Laws and How to Investigate Them

• How to Evaluate Your Business

We have great topics happening this year. Many of our speakers are also ven-dors, so please take time to visit all the
vendors and show them some gratitude by supporting them- and there may be a little discount for you!
There is exciting news regarding Vendors. The Vendor Committee and Confer-ence Staff are continuing to align a wide
assortment of vendors to attend the con-ference. There will be one or more Firearms and Accessories Dealers in addition to
Information, Technology, and Equipment Specialists. There will also be Representatives from Insurance and Data Providers
to help you with your business needs and much more!
The conference will be held at the beautiful Wyndham San Antonio Riverwalk hotel (formerly the Riverwalk Omni which has
hosted many previous TALI confer-ences). Here is what the Wyndham San Antonio Riverwalk has to say:

The Texas Association of Licensed Investigators presents

2015 Annual
Private Investigators Conference
Pursuit of Excellence
TALI is hosting the 2015 Annual Investigators Conference “Pursuit of Excellence”
August 24th to 27th, 2015 on the famous San Antonio Riverwalk.
TALI President Carol Tharp, TCI encourages you to attend:
“You do not want to miss this Conference. There is something for everybody.
TALI is about being professional and continuing the pursuit for perfection.
Looking forward to seeing you in San Antonio.”
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”Located on the Riverwalk, you can walk to the Henry B. Gonzalez San Antonio Convention Center, offices at the Weston
Centre, shopping and dining.This downtown San Antonio hotel is also convenient to the San Antonio International Airport,
just 9 miles away. TALI has made arrangements for a special room rate of $129 for rooms booked prior to August 7th. This
room rate will be honored for three days prior to the conference and three days post conference, so bring your family for
some San Antonio -style fun!”
“You can visit SeaWorld, the San Antonio Zoo, Splashtown Water Park, the Alamo or other nearby attractions. No need
to leave Fido at home, this pet-friendly hotel welcomes your best friend, too. Featuring a glistening rooftop swimming
pool with hot tub, valet parking, fitness center, business center, Wi-Fi Internet access throughout the hotel, onsite dining
and comforting room service, this luxury hotel meets all the requirements of a relaxing getaway to a warm and friendly
destination.”
“San Antonio is the seventh most populous and one of the top 10 largest cities in the United States. As the seat of Bexar
County, its location makes business and adventure travel to top scenic and amusement destinations quick and easy. Visit
Wild West theme parks and museums, historic sites, rodeo shows and basketball arenas for reliable entertainment. You can
also access any number of local busi-ness and large international corporate centers, as well as renowned military bases like
Lackland Air Force Base, from this central San Antonio luxury hotel.
Most notably, this hotel sits adjacent to the tranquil San Antonio Riverwalk, a network of walkways tracing the San Antonio
River as it winds through the city. Reminiscent of the water canals in Venice, Italy, the Riverwalk features trendy dining and
shopping venues, along with views of guide boats and urban wildlife. The Riverwalk, or ‘Paseo del Rio’ in Spanish, can be
found removed from street noise, a full story below street level. During the annual spring Fiesta San Antonio, the River
Parade features flowery floats in the river – visible from Riverwalk spots just steps from the Wyndham San Antonio Riverwalk
hotel. There really is a little bit of magic and romance in San Antonio, TX!”
THE TEXAS INVESTIGATOR • www.tali.org
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Drone Bill in Colorado Morphs to Emerging Technology Privacy

The so called “drone bill” in Colorado which morphed into an “emerging technology bill” has been killed. This bill
could have been a significant issue to surveillance investigators as well as other fields in the investigative profession. The
Professional Private Investigators Association of Colorado had been watching this and giving input since it came out of
it’s first committee in the House of Representatives. PPIAC were the only ones with representation from the investigative
profession that testified in a Senate committee and it definitely made a difference. The Senate sponsors heard the problems
we presented and, in the end, the sponsors themselves killed the bill. However they vowed to bring back another form of
the bill next year.
Read the full NCISS / Lobbyit Updates - http://conta.cc/ZoQsTl

HTH Highlight - Meeting with Senate Commerce Committee

In the afternoon, Lobbyit took NCISS leadership to meet with senior counsel on the Senate Commerce Committee to
discuss data privacy and drone legislation. We learned that they had no intention to sweep up private detectives into the
data broker definition, but were looking to regulate those businesses who make money from aggregating, packaging and
selling consumer data to third parties.

Advocacy Hub

NCISS continues to show leadership and its commitment to State Association outreach with the release of the new
Advocacy Hub (AH). The AH is a wonderful tool for State Associations to monitor legislation effecting their state. The
AH not only identifies certain pieces legislation, it can be helpful with call to action letters from your members to your
Congressional and House Representatives.
The AH will continue to add more features as we learn more about the issues that have an impact on your business. The AH
link can be found our website, via this short link http://goo.gl/QSCcgc.

NCISS – Your Voice in DC
and Across America
Legislative Watch - Security & Investigations
Protecting Consumers and Commerce in the Internet Age

The Commerce, Manufacturing, and Trade Subcommittee manages the modern manifestation of the committee’s historic
role overseeing interstate and foreign commerce. Today, that commerce increasingly occurs in cyberspace, which is why the
committee and the CMT subcommittee in particular will be focused on data security and the implications of cyber threats to
American commerce.

Register Now for Las Vegas
September 20-22!
NCISS Mid-Term Board Meeting and Seminars
Co-Sponsored by the Nevada Society of Professional Investigators and
Arizona Association of Licensed Private Investigators.
Exceptional speakers and topics are lined up - details in your email soon.
SLS Hotel, Las Vegas • 2535 S Las Vegas Blvd, Las Vegas, NV
The group rate is $65.00 per night!
Reservation Call-In Line: 702-761-7757
Booking Code: 09NCIS15

Calls to Action through the State Legislative Advocacy Hub

In April the Florida Association of Licensed Investigators learned of a ‘Midnight Amendment’ on two bills - drone and GPS
regulation - that would severely limit their use, or worse, prohibit private investigators completely. Being too late to act in
the legislature, the only course of action was to contact Florida’s Governor Scott for a veto. FALI and NCISS members from
around the country rallied and sent letters. Unfortunately, one bill has been signed and the other is still making its way to
the governor.
Similarly, the Texas Association of Licensed Investigators learned of a bill that would restrict the access to accident reports.
Having the support of trial lawyers, TALI was unable to get an amendment to the bill.
Efforts by FALI and TALI, with the support of NCISS, will continue into the next legislative sessions. The actions of FALI, TALI
and NCISS members is greatly appreciated.
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“The Debate”

New TALI Members

by Patrick Baird
For the last 15-20 years the FTC, FCC,
Congress and even several State’s
Attorney Generals offices have focused
on how information brokers and private
investigators have accessed telephone /
cellular call records from the various Telco
carriers. In their investigation into this
issue these government agencies have
found that the primary way information
brokers and private investigators have
gained access to these records have been
by “pretexting” the carrier in a variety
of creative ways. Their investigation
prompted President Bush to sign into law
H.R. 4709 - The Telephone Records and
Privacy Protection Act of 2006.
The term Pretext can be defined as:
Obtaining secret or private information
by pretending to be someone eligible to see that
information; in other words, giving a fictitious identity
(pretext) to obtain public and/or restrictive information.

While this sounds illegal, it is NOT!!
In fact the ONLY laws found that prohibit pretexting
are limited to pretext for financial information (GrammLeach-Bliley Act of 1999), and now for call records (H.R.
4709 - The Telephone Records and Privacy Protection Act
of 2006). While it’s prudent to obey the current laws, I
disagree with the opinion when the term “pretext” as a
whole is used or interpreted as illegal. And, in fact is an
essential tool for many industries including the Private
Investigative Industry, police officers, collection agencies
and even our government.

Active Members

Associate Members

Joe Gonzales
In Motion Investigation
San Antonio, TX					

Lateria Brown
Dallas, TX

Truly Holmes
Tru-Lou Investigations
Ingram, TX					
Brad Crockett
Crockett Global Group
San Antonio, TX					
David Glover
Williams Investigation
Houston, TX					
Benjamin Bryan
Innovative Surveillance Solutions Inc.
Flint, TX					
Ronald Nottingham
Nottingham Investigations, LLC
Rowlett, TX					

The Law:
On January 12th 2007 President Bush signed H.R. 4709
The Telephone Records and Privacy Protection Act of 2006.
It is now illegal to sell, transfer, or possess confidential
phone records. Confidential phone records are defined in
the act as: information relating to the quantity, technical
configuration, type, destination, location, or amount of
use of a service offered by a phone company (Basically call
records). The Telephone Records and Privacy Protection
Act of 2006 also include an “Extraterritorial Jurisdiction”
clause which prohibits foreign companies from selling or
reselling any telephone records.

Ronald Kelly
Ronald W. Kelly and Associates
Dripping Springs, TX				
Katherine Mayer
Mayer Consulting Solutions
Austin, TX				
Michael Horton
Beneficial Investigations
Marble Falls, TX					
Christopher Rose
C A Rose Investigations, LLC
The Woodlands, TX				
Joseph LaBeau
Yarbrough Investigations, RGV Branch
Harlingen, TX					
David Mata
CSI Security & Investigation Services LLC
Laredo, TX					

Carol Tharp & Associates
Private Investigators
Lic. No. A-4920

CAROL THARP, TCI
P.O. Box 151463
Arlington, TX 76015
http://www.TheTexasPI.com
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Office & Fax (817) 461-6094
Cell (817) 401-8610
Carol@The TexasPI.com

Norman Taylor
Information Discovery Services, LLC
Ft Worth, TX					
Michael Henry
VIP Services
Victoria, TX						

		

Robert Faulkner
Al Teel and Associates
Arlington, TX
			

Affiliate Members			
Mark Wright
Downeast Investigations and Security Inc.
Fredericton, NB CAN

			

Big Three Members			
Rober Brumell, III
Brumell Group
Jacksonville, FL
Jane Holmes
Patricia Lane Investigations
Cumming, GA

Student Members			
Celestin Musekura
Private Investigation Program-Ashworth College
Richardson, TX
Andy Shelton
University of North Texas
Denton, TX
Charles Neagl
University of North Texas PDI
Denton, TX
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